In future computing environments where computer resources are abundant, a linear programming (LP) approach to maximum entropy signal /image restoration could have advantages over traditional techniques. A revised simplex LP algorithm with inequality constraints is presented.
Introduction

"...when we make inferences based on incomplete information, we should draw them from that probability distribution that has the maximum entropy allowed by the information we do have."[l]
The fundamental task in signal restoration is to replace information which is lost through a signal degradation process. This must be done within constraints imposed by the signal and the degradation process. Only in rare cases is there exact knowledge of the missing data. We are usually resigned to making the "best possible" estimate of what should be used to restore the signal. "Best" is a qualitative judgement and there are many quantitative criteria for defining "best." One definition is based on the well known fact that natural systems tend toward energy states which maximize entropy [2] . Maximum entropy signal restoration techniques are an attempt to mimic nature by maximizing the entropy of the restored information subject to constraints imposed by the problem.
An important point must be made which can affect the layman's belief about the appropriateness of the maximum entropy technique. A maximum entropy restoration is not necessarily a maximum probability restoration. In other words, the signal restored by a maximum entropy technique is usually not the most probable restored signal. It is the restoration which can be combinatorily formed in the most number of ways [3] . If maximum probability is not the required criteria, then maximum entropy restoration is appropriate.
There is considerable controversy over the form of the entropy expression. The issue is whether flnf or Inf is the proper form, / representing signal amplitude. Kikuchi and SofFer [4] examine this argument in great depth and provide detailed mechanisms for determining which form is appropriate for a given problem. This analysis is well beyond the scope of this report. The convention in the image restoration field is to use the form -f In f . The majority of the image restoration problems posed as maximum entropy problems have occured in optical astronomy and the -f In f form is supported by Kikuchi and Soifer for this application. Experience has shown that even a crude approximation to -f In f works well, as long as the function remains convex. Results presented later in this report show that reducing the number of piecewise linear segments used to approximate the entropy function to just two segments has little effect on the restoration.
With the question, "Why maximum entropy as a restoration criteria ?", addressed and main controversies mentioned for completeness, we will now formulate the maximum entropy signal restoration problem. Once posed, the applicability of Dantzig's bounded -variable linear programming (LP) approach will be addressed. Posing a problem is only half the battle: implementing it is the next issue. We will present the LP problem in a form which may be implemented using a large revised -simplex package. The report will then be concluded with test results and analysis.
Problem Formulation
Our problem is formulated in the spirit of Frieden [5] who was the first to pose the signal restoration problem as a maximum entropy problem. A number of other formulations exist and the reader should refer to [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] for details. Let us begin by defining the signal values fi ;0 < fi 51; j = 1,...,J (1) where each fi is an unperturbed, noiseless input to the imaging system. The actual signal amplitude is simply rescaled between 0 and 1 here for use in the entropy relation. The input signal undergoes perturbation by a linear detection system. The point-spread-function (PSF), which is a matrix representation for the detection system degradation characteristics, is known or has been estimated. The degraded signal may then be represented by the relation 1fiHik+fli=gJ;i,k=1,...,J (2) 
where Hjk is a space -invariant PSF (Toeplitz form), ni is a positive additive noise, and gj (the output of the convolution equation) is the detected, degraded signal. By adding an amplitude bias, the requirement nj > 0 does not impose any restrictions on real -world data.
Our goal is to maximize the entropy of the restored signal given constraints imposed by the convolution equation (2) . We may identify two components in the objective function to be maximized: one due to the input signal and one due to noise. We assume that the signal and noise are independent. With this in mind, we may state our restoration objective as J J MAX {z = E -fi ln fi + E -nj ln nj (3) j=1 j=1 or J J MIN {z = > fi ln fi + > ni In nil (4) j=1 j =1
where the MAX and MIN are taken over the variables fj, nj, j = 1, 2,..., J.
Two more constraints are needed. The first is an energy constraint to assure that there is no gain in the restored signal. The total energy, Po, has the form fi = Po. In reality, we don't know the exact value of Po. We estimate Po by summing the degraded signal intensities, g1. An exact value of Po is not critical. The second relates to the signal -to-noise ratio (SNR) of the degraded signal relative to the input signal. Let analysis is well beyond the scope of this report. The convention in the image restoration field is to use the form -flnf. The majority of the image restoration problems posed as maximum entropy problems have occured in optical astronomy and the -flnf form is supported by Kikuchi and Soffer for this application. Experience has shown that even a crude approximation to -flnf works well, as long as the function remains convex. Results presented later in this report show that reducing the number of piecewise linear segments used to approximate the entropy function to just two segments has little effect on the restoration.
With the question, "Why maximum entropy as a restoration criteria?", addressed and main controversies mentioned for completeness, we will now formulate the maximum entropy signal restoration problem. Once posed, the applicability of Dantzig's bounded-variable linear programming (LP) approach will be addressed. Posing a problem is only half the battle: implementing it is the next issue. We will present the LP problem in a form which may be implemented using a large revised-simplex package. The report will then be concluded with test results and analysis.
Our problem is formulated in the spirit of Prieden [5] who was the first to pose the signal restoration problem as a maximum entropy problem. A number of other formulations exist and the reader should refer to [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] for details. Let us begin by defining the signal values /y ;0 < /y <1; j = l,...,J
where each /y is an unperturbed, noiseless input to the imaging system. The actual signal amplitude is simply rescaled between 0 and 1 here for use in the entropy relation. The input signal undergoes perturbation by a linear detection system. The point-spread-function (PSF), which is a matrix representation for the detection system degradation characteristics, is known or has been estimated. The degraded signal may then be represented by the relation J E & H3k + ny = gry ; y, A; = 1,..., J (2) y=i where Hjk is a space-invariant PSF (Toeplitz form), ny is a positive additive noise, and yy (the output of the convolution equation) is the detected, degraded signal. By adding an amplitude bias, the requirement ny > 0 does not impose any restrictions on real-world data.
Our goal is to maximize the entropy of the restored signal given constraints imposed by the convolution equation (2) . We may identify two components in the objective function to be maximized: one due to the input signal and one due to noise. We assume that the signal and noise are independent. With this in mind, we may state our restoration objective as
where the MAX and MIN are taken over the variables /y, ny, y = 1, 2,..., J. Two more constraints are needed. The first is an energy constraint to assure that there is no gain in the restored signal. The total energy, PQ, has the form E /y = ft-
y=i
In reality, we don't know the exact value of PQ. We estimate PQ by summing the degraded signal intensities, </y. An exact value of PQ is not critical. The second relates to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the degraded signal relative to the input signal. Let
be our SNR estimate. Because of the positivity constraint imposed for linear programming, we know that any noise corrupted signal value, g will have an amplitude greater than or equal to that of the signal value, fj. We may set an upper bound on f. based on our SNR estimate, which is fi < gi -9i lP ; j = 1, 2, ... , J.
The final form of the problem is, therefore, subject to
1 =1
gjlP ? fa f i > 0; nj > 0; j = 1, ... , J.
Most researchers pose this problem with equality constraints and solve it using Lagrange multipliers. If, however, one can approximate the objective function with piecewise linear segments, the resulting system can be solved by an LP technique. Posing the problem in this way allows one to introduce inequality constraints which can be a distinct advantage for very large problems.
Implementing Dantzig's Bounded -Variable Method
The problem posed by equations (8) with a nonlinear objective function, but linear constraints, is not new to LP applications. Kuhn and Tucker [11] and Tucker [12] showed that if the concave objective function were nonnegative and differentiable, then the method of Lagrange multipliers could be extended to inequality constraints on concave functions. Dantzig [13] considered convex functions having nonpositive values (negative of concave functions) and relaxed the requirement of differentiability provided that several conditions on the convex set are satisfied. Dantzig [13] further developed the convex objective function approach to include separable convex objectives. The bounded variable method is one such approach. It has the advantage of keeping the number of equations fixed, while increasing the number of variables with the number of separable objectives. When dealing with LP techniques, increasing tableau columns is always a computational advantage over increasing tableau rows.
We may state the LP restoration problem of equations (8) using Dantzig's bounded -variable method fairly simply. The properties of convex functions which form the theoretical basis of this method are not discussed here. The reader is refered to reference [13] for a complete discussion. We shall begin with a mathematical description of the piecewise linear approximation to a general convex function, extend the description to our maximum entropy function, then present our LP restoration problem in the form used in the experiments which are discussed in the following section.
Let ip(x) be a piecewise linear approximation to a general continuous convex function rp(x). We will momentarily restrict our discussion to x having only one component, xj. This is in contrast to the real restoration problem in which x is a vector having J components. Let ((x1) have break -point coordinates ip(frj)), r = 0, 1, ..., k + 1, where k is the number of piecewise linear segments ( Figure 1 ). Any xi bounded by foi and frj may be represented as 24 / SPIE Vol. 974 Applications of Digital Image Processing XI (1988) be our SNR estimate. Because of the positivity constraint imposed for linear programming, we know that any noise corrupted signal value, 0y, will have an amplitude greater than or equal to that of the signal value, /y. We may set an upper bound on /y based on our SNR estimate, which is /y < 9j -9j/P J 3 = 1,2,. ..,J.
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The problem posed by equations (8) with a nonlinear objective function, but linear constraints, is not new to LP applications. Kuhn and Tucker [11] and Tucker [12] showed that if the concave objective function were nonnegative and different iable, then the method of Lagrange multipliers could be extended to inequality constraints on concave functions. Dantzig [13] considered convex functions having nonpositive values (negative of concave functions) and relaxed the requirement of differentiability provided that several conditions on the convex set are satisfied. Dantzig [13] further developed the convex objective function approach to include separable convex objectives. The bounded variable method is one such approach. It has the advantage of keeping the number of equations fixed, while increasing the number of variables with the number of separable objectives. When dealing with LP techniques, increasing tableau columns is always a computational advantage over increasing tableau rows.
We may state the LP restoration problem of equations (8) using Dantzig's bounded-variable method fairly simply. The properties of convex functions which form the theoretical basis of this method are not discussed here. The reader is refered to reference [13] for a complete discussion. We shall begin with a mathematical description of the piecewise linear approximation to a general convex function, extend the description to our maximum entropy function, then present our LP restoration problem in the form used in the experiments which are discussed in the following section.
Let ~p(x) be a piecewise linear approximation to a general continuous convex function <p(x). We will momentarily restrict our discussion to x having only one component, xy. This is in contrast to the real restoration problem in which or is a vector having J components. Let P(XJ) have break-point coordinates (/rj» V^(/ry))> r = 0, 1, >& H" 1> where A; is the number of piecewise linear segments (Figure 1 where aii is the cost matrix. We solve the LP problem, then compute xj from equation (9) where a^y is the cost matrix. We solve the LP problem, then compute xy from equation (9) to complete the solution. The primary drawback to posing the signal restoration problem in the form of equations (12) is that we increase the number of equations by one for each W(x1) as well as increasing the number of variables by the number of segments. We may take advantage of the linearization resulting from a segmented convex function while keeping the original number of equations by exploiting Dantzig's upper bounding method. Each variable in the constraint equations is replaced by a set of bounded variables, the number of bounded variables being a function of the number of convex segments. Figure 2 graphically shows a convex segmented objective function and it's associated bounded variables. Dantzig's formulation of the linear programming problem follows.
Let s,. represent the slopes of the piecewise linear segments approximating the convex function and let a,. represent the widths (upper bounds) of the trapazoids defined by the segments in Figure 2 . If the segmented objective function is convex, then si < s2 < . . . < sk (13) y7(x1) = go + MIN[s101 + s202 + . . . + skAk] (14) where xi = 01 +L.2 +... +Lk, O < Ar < ar.
The minimum is determined by choosing Al as large as possible (A1 = al), A2 as large as possible (A2 = a2), etc. until the 0 associated with the last trapezoid, Ok, is chosen to be < ak in order to satisfy equation (15).
By picking A,. in this way, we can see that Tp(xj) is generated exactly.
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The signal restoration problem posed in equations (8) 
and H is the Toeplitz matrix from the first constraint of equations (17) and I is the identity matrix. Note also that equation (18) includes the energy constraint of equation (5). The SNR constraint is not explicitly expressed in equations (17) and (18). It is incorporated in bounds set on the bi in the revised simplex LP implementation. Just as we set bounds on the variables comprising xi, we may set bounds on bi. In this case, we will set a lower bound LB(bi) = 0 (21) and an upper bound UB(bi) = bi -bi /p (22) Because xi in equation (18) is formed by the sum of k segmented variables, the matrix expression for the constraint equations could contain horizontal summations of Akj. This is undesirable and can be eliminated by repeating each column in {aij } k times and by making x a column vector containing 2Jk entries. Adding columns, as opposed to rows, does not appreciably increase the computation time of a revised simplex LP algorithm. It does, however, significantly increase memory requirements.
Dantzig's bounded -variable method has been implemented using a revised simplex LP algorithm. The LP approach is applicable because, as shown above, the nonlinear objective function is easily decoupled into a set of piecewise linear functions. We used the LP algorithm named SPLP [14] because it offered a number of advantages over other LP algorithms. The advantages include 1) applicability to moderately large problems, 2) handling of degeneracy, 3) public domain availability, 4) machine portability, 5) relative ease of use, and 6) robustness.
Experimental Results
Restoration algorithms such as the one presented here perform differently as a result of 1) the correctness of the PSF estimate and 2) noise corruption of the signal. To evaluate the performance of the LP approach, two sets of tests were done. The first tested it's performance in the noiseless case where the restoration PSF differed from the true PSF. A rectangular PSF was used in each case, but the restoration PSF varied up to ±20% from the true PSF. The second test measured the algorithm's performance in the presence of noise. The same signal was blurred by a 21-element rectangular PSF, then differing amounts of uniformly distributed noise were added. In both sets of tests, 3-and 6-segment approximations to the entropy function were used.
The PSF test showed the algorithm to be fairly intolerant of errors in the PSF estimate. The quality of these restorations differed only slightly as a function of the number of segments approximating the entropy function. When the PSF is known exactly, the test signal restorations are perfect. Figure 3 shows 3-segment restorations when the PSF is known and when the estimate is 19% wider than the true PSF.
Restoration quality analysis of blurred, noisy signals depends on the investigator's goal. Locations of point sources can be discerned in higher noise signals than can the structures of extended sources. We were not especially impressed with restorations of our test signal (Fig. 3a) when the SNR was below 23. Common characteristics of the restored signals are attenuation of point sources, poor resolution of adjacent narrow Gaussians, and deformations of extended sources such as the sine lobe in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows a blurred, noisy signal with a SNR of 10.99 along with the 6-segment restored signal. Note the stair -step pattern on the side of the restored sine lobe. This is a function of the number of segments approximating the entropy function.
The complexity of the LP restoration approach should not be overlooked. Restoration algorithms based on revised -simplex linear programming are much more organizationally and computationally complex than transform -based restorations. One must be constantly sensitive to a host of tolerance and scaling parameters. These may need to be adjusted for different classes of signals and can require some trial and error processing. Secondly, nonlinear restorations are complex by their very nature. Several of our test signals showed characteristics which are unexplained due to the nonlinear nature of the problem, but which are qualitatively reminiscent of "ringing" in unconstrained inverse linear filtering problems.
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The LP approach using Dantzig's bounded -variable method is a viable alternative to the traditional Lagrange multiplier approach using Newton -Raphson. It's ability to employ inequality constraints may aid in achieving a basic feasible solution for very large problems. Restorations in the presence of noise degrade predictably as the SNR decreases. Likewise, errors in estimating the true PSF manifest themselves in the restored signal in an expected manner.
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